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Abstract As humans we use our arms and bodies in addition to our hands to grasp
objects. We (and robots) often cannot use caging or closure strategies when manip-
ulating bulky objects. This paper studies manipulating such objects in the context of
a particular task: equalizing a load across the arms of a two-armed robot. Our PR2
robot performs this task using only proprioceptive force sensing and a simple, re-
active equalization strategy. We demonstrate the robot robustly performing this task
using numerous and various objects (e.g., boxes, pipes, broomsticks, backpacks).

1 Introduction

Recent research in robotic manipulation has
delivered mobile robots with advanced au-
tonomous capabilities (e.g., [1, 2, 3]). The
robot typically manipulates via a gripper
or hand, though manipulation using the
whole arm and even the body—thereby pro-
viding enhanced manipulation capabilities
(e.g., grasping when the hands are already
loaded)—has been studied [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

We have been investigating applications
of arm and body manipulation for which
caging and closure are difficult or impossible (as in the figure above), such as
manipulating bulky objects, manipulating multiple objects simultaneously (e.g., a
stack of boxes, a bundle of ski equipment), or manipulating articulated objects (e.g.,
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a squirming child). In applications such as these, the manipulated object or ob-
jects are restrained from moving—sometimes only unilaterally—in some directions
while being free to move in others.

2 Background and Related Work

We introduce the following subproblem of caging-free and closure-free arm/body
manipulation: given a two-armed robot manipulating an uneven load with its arms,
equalize the load such that the arms maintain the load with nearly identical torques.
Here we define a load as one or more objects.

Research has established that a load is statically balanced if the projection of the
load’s center of mass (COM) lies within the polygon of support (defined for our
problem as the contact manifold between the load and the robot’s arms). It should
be clear to the reader that load equalization trivially yields static balancing. We
also note that load equalization bestows several benefits apart from stabilizing the
load dynamically, including reducing energy consumption by the actuators (if such
consumption is approximated using the integral of squared torque, as customary),
avoiding lateral postural shifts in humanoids [9], and increasing dynamic stability
of the robot [10].

Similar in spirit to our problem of bimanual load equalization is the “devil stick-
ing” task investigated by Schaal and Atkeson [11, 12, 13]. That research also sought
to achieve dynamic stability of the object (the “baton”), though by using dynamic
movements of the robot rather than precise manipulation. We view both approaches
as effective strategies for manipulation without caging or closure; our approach (the
latter) is more applicable to larger loads and more powerful on slower robots.

Our work is the first (of which we are aware) to use proprioceptive force sens-
ing in a Robotics application, though our approach—which uses PID control state
to sense load on our robot’s arms—is identical to that described by Wolpert and
Kawato [14] (they also use the error between a motor controller’s prediction and the
robot’s state).

3 Technical Approach

Our experimental platform is the Willow Garage PR2. The dynamics equations for
this multibody system would nominally take the form:

M(q)q̈+C(q, q̇)q̇+G(q) = τ +J(q)Tfload (1)

where q are the generalized coordinates of the system, M(q) is the generalized
inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) is the matrix of fictitious forces, G(q) is the vector of grav-
itational forces, τ is torque applied by the arms to counteract the load, J(q) is a
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Jacobian matrix and fload is a vector of spatial forces (corresponding to the load)
acting on one or more of the robot’s links. The PR2 employs counter-balancing
springs (as a safety mechanism) that nearly eliminate gravitational acceleration of
the arms; thus, G(q) is approximately zero. Assuming that the robot moves suffi-
ciently slowly (i.e., q̇, q̈ u 0) the torques applied by the actuators effectively equal
the generalized forces from the load; thus, we can study load equalization with only
the PR2’s PID control state, albeit at some loss of modeling accuracy (a truly accu-
rate dynamics model of the PR2 does not currently exist, to our knowledge). Thus,
we use only proprioceptive sensing (i.e., no vision, LIDAR, etc.) to equalize the
load.

We formulated our fully reactive (i.e., no planning or intensive computation is
employed) equalization strategies from anecdotal experience. For example, humans
may move their arms outward to redistribute a load; we tried this simple strategy
first. Unfortunately, that strategy failed to account for frictional forces acting be-
tween the object and the robot’s arms: Coulomb’s friction model predicts greater
frictional forces will be applied to the arm under greater load. Accordingly, the ob-
ject (undesirably) moved along with that arm in our experiments, thus failing to shift
the COM as desired. We developed two new strategies to address this difficulty: the
Tilting strategy (Section 3.1) and the Lock-Move-Release strategy (Section 3.2).

3.1 Tilting strategy

The Tilting strategy, depicted in Figure 1, tilts the object by raising one arm and low-
ering the other until sufficient load has been shifted such that the object will slide
along the arm to be moved outward. This strategy is predicated on the object pos-
sessing highly similar frictional properties at the points of contact with the robot’s
arms. Additionally, frictional forces must be sufficiently large such that the object
does not slide off the robot’s arms when tilted.

The strategy begins by tilting the arms until the imbalance is swapped: if we
initially detect x units of force on arm A and y units of force on arm B, where
x− y = ∆ > 0, we move arm A upward and B downward until the force on B be-
comes ε > 0 units greater than the force on A. Arm A is then moved outward until
∆ load has been transferred, though the object may need to be tilted again during
this process to keep the load on B greater than on A. We note that this strategy is
sensitive to the frictional properties of manipulated objects: the strategy is not only
predicated on nearly equal frictional characteristics at the contact points, but also
depends on sufficient frictional effects to keep the manipulated object from sliding
off the robot’s arms when tilted.

We found this strategy worked poorly. Manipulated objects would slide off of the
arms before sufficient weight had shifted; alternatively, joint limits would frequently
prevent the object from being tilted enough for sufficient load redistribution. An
successful series of steps showing the robot performing this strategy can be seen in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 1 State transition diagram for the Tilting strategy

Our failure to get this strategy working reliably led to the creation of the second
strategy, described below.

3.2 Lock-Move-Release strategy

In the Lock-Move-Release strategy, the robot first grasps the object between its upper
arm and forearm (Lock). The other arm then moves outward (Move), and finally the
object is released from the grasp (Release). This process repeats until the load is
equalized.

In the EVALUATE state, the robot analyzes the proprioceptive feedback from
the arms (obtained from their PID controllers) to evaluate whether a load (if any)
is equalized. To account for settling time (i.e., the time it takes for the system to
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(a) evaluate (b) lifting

(c) moving outward (d) moving downward

Fig. 2 A series of photos depicting the robot performing the Tilting strategy
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Fig. 3 State transition diagram for the Lock-Move-Release strategy
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converge to a steady state), we apply a simple filtering strategy: the controller cannot
leave the EVALUATE state until the sensed change in load on the two arms is
smaller than 0.1 units1 for at least 100ms. If—after the robot is determined to be in
a steady state—the sensed difference in load on the two arms is 1.0 units or greater,
the controller transitions to the LOCK state.

In the LOCK state, the robot immobilizes the object on the arm with lesser load
by grasping it between the upper arm and the forearm: we assume that the object is
placed approximately on the elbow joints. By restraining the object in this manner,
we can move the other arm outward without the object also moving. The grasping
movement takes place over two seconds; although the movement can generally be
performed more quickly, we find that faster movements often reduce the accuracy
of the proprioceptive feedback (due to the need for the system to settle).

The LOCK state transitions immediately to the MOVE OUTWARD state. This
state predetermines the distance to move the arm outward toward minimizing re-
peated adjustments (i.e., repetitions of holding, moving, and releasing). We compute
this distance using several steps. First we employ forward kinematics to estimate the
location of points of contact between the arms and object. Next we compute the ob-
ject’s initial COM (i.e., its COM before immobilization) as depicted in Figure 4.
Given the contact points s and p and the loads x and y on the arms in the EVALU-
ATE state, we determine the position of the COM as follows. Noting that the COM

is at p if x= 0 and the COM is at s if y = 0 , then the COM is at
s+p

2
if x= y.

By extension, for arbitrary x and y, the COM is located at:

x̄=
xs+yp
x+y

(2)

Using the current location of the object’s COM, our final step employs inverse kine-
matics to estimate the distance to move the arm outward to equalize the load (this
calculation will assume rigidity of the object, but our experience indicates that this
assumption works well in practice even for deformable objects) using the distances
between the contact points and COM (d1 and d2 in Figure 5). The distance to move
outward is calculated as:

d= |d2−d1| (3)

The robot then executes the outward movement at a constant speed (i.e., dependent
on distance moved) to avoid excessive settling time, as described above.

Finally, the robot releases the object from its grasp in the RELEASE state, and
the forearm returns to its original position. This slow movement occurs over 3.5 sec-
onds, again to avoid excessive settling time. An successful series of steps showing
the robot performing this strategy can be seen in Figure 6.

1 According to Willow Garage, the force units are not calibrated to SI or any other measurement
system.
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Fig. 4 Knowing (or estimating) the points of contact points (s,p) and forces applied to the arms
(xN and yN) allows us to estimate the center-of-mass of manipulated objects (Equation 2).

Fig. 5 Computing the distances between the contact points and the estimated center-of-mass al-
lows us to determine how far outward we should move the arm with greater applied load (Equation
3).
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(a) evaluate (b) locking

(c) moving outward (d) releasing

Fig. 6 A series of photos depicting the robot performing Lock-Move-Release strategy

4 Experiments and Results

This section discusses a number of experiments conducted using the Lock-Move-
Release strategy.

4.1 Balancing a load with COM projection within the support polygon

One of our first experiments with the Lock-Move-Release strategy tested whether the
robot could equalize loads with centers-of-mass located non-equidistantly between
the robot’s arms yet with projections remaining within the support polygons. The
transparent photo of the robot in Figure 7 shows the manipulated object used in the
experiments in Sections 4.1–4.3: a 2.7m, 1.4kg iron pipe. That figure also depicts the
object’s geometric center (marked in pink near the robot’s left arm); the geometric
center is located near the pipe’s COM. The data plotted in Figure 7 correspond to
immobilizing the object with the robot’s right arm (0–2.5) seconds), shifting the
load (2.5–6 seconds), and releasing the object (6–9.5 seconds); the plot shows that
the actuator force decreases when the object is grasped and increases on release. We
have yet to observe a failure using the Lock-Move-Release strategy over numerous
experimental trials with variable initial condition (location of the pipe’s geometric
center within the support polygon).
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Fig. 7 Plot of the “shoulder lift” motor torques during the load equalization process corresponding
to a trial of the first experiment: as seen in the photo, the geometric center of the pipe (marked in
pink near the robot’s left arm) lies within the object’s support polygon.

4.2 Equalizing time varying loads

A second series of experiments tested the ability of our strategy to handle time vary-
ing loads (as if objects were continually added to the robot). The first ten seconds
of the plots in Figure 8 correspond to the robot equalizing loads from only the iron
pipe (identically to the conditions described in the previous section). After each load
was equalized, we added an additional load (0.6–0.85kg) to the pipe at a point with
projection near or at the inside edge of the support polygon (depicted by the pho-
tos in Figure 8). The plots at approximately fifteen seconds correspond to the robot
beginning to re-equalize the loads. The re-equalization process requires fewer than
ten seconds to complete.

4.3 Equalizing time varying loads added outside the support polygon

A third series of experiments (depicted in Figure 9) was designed to stress the ability
of our strategy to handle loads near the margin of dynamic instability. The exper-
imental setup for these trials was identical to those described above but with the
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Fig. 8 Plots of the “shoulder lift” motor torques during the load equalization process corresponding
to two trials of the second experiment: as shown in the photos, magnetic weights have been added
to the iron pipe near (top) and directly above (bottom) the robot’s left elbow to effect a change to
the load.
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Fig. 9 Plot of the “shoulder lift” motor torques during the load equalization process corresponding
to a trial of the third series of experiments: as seen in the transparent photo (near the right elbow),
a magnetic weight has been added well outside the support polygon of the iron pipe to simulate a
modification to an equalized load.

additional load (a 0.6kg weight) placed well outside of the support polygon. We
tested various positions of the weight—including at the end of the 2.7m iron bar—
and still observed complete success of our strategy. The equalization process for
the added load generally required two iterations (this was the case with the trial
depicted in Figure 9): the first iteration (13–20 seconds) nearly equalized the load,
while the second iteration yielded full equalization. As with the plots in Figure 8,
the plot in Figure 9 shows that both the detection and equalization of the added load
was conducted quickly.

4.4 Equalizing a load from a box

We also experimented with the Lock-Move-Release strategy on objects of different
shapes, such as boxes (one of which is depicted in Figure 10). For the data plotted in
Figure 10, the box’s position shifted during the lock and release phases of the strat-
egy, thereby introducing significant noise into the process (as evident in the plot).
Nevertheless, no failures were encountered; Figure 10 corresponds to an initially
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Fig. 10 Plot of the “shoulder lift” motor torques during the load equalization process correspond-
ing to the robot equalizing a load from a cardboard box.

unequal load from a box that is equalized in fewer than ten seconds using only a
single iteration of our strategy.

4.5 Load equalization with non-rigid objects

We conducted a final series of experiments on bulky non-rigid objects (camping
backpacks with frames removed; see Figure 11) with non-uniformly distributed
loads. These experiments entailed having the robot equalize one backpack placed
on the robot’s arms followed by a second backpack placed on top of the first one.
Again, no failures were encountered, though the equalization process required three
iterations.

4.6 Miscellaneous testing

We also performed a number of tests of our strategy using very light objects (0.25
kg)—though one would expect that load equalization would not be in great need for
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Fig. 11 Plot of the “shoulder lift” motor torques during the load equalization process conducted on
non-rigid bodies (camping backpacks with frames removed and non-uniformly distributed loads).

such objects on current robots with bimanual manipulation capabilities. Again, we
never observed a failure of the strategy.

5 Main Experimental Insights

This section discusses distinct insights gleaned from the development of the Lock-
Move-Release strategy and the performance of the robotic platform during the ex-
periments with respect to both primary (i.e., load equalization) and ancillary (i.e.,
grasping) tasks.

5.1 Ability to equalize loads

The PR2 can very robustly equalize loads applied by various objects using a simple
reactive strategy (this is likely explains much of its robustness), minimal sensory
data, few assumptions on object geometry or mass distribution, and little modeling.
More sophisticated strategies might yield faster equalization, though we sense that
we are near the PR2’s performance envelope:dynamically equalizing shifting loads
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Fig. 12 Sample grasps of various objects manipulated by the robot’s arms during the course of our
experiments.

does not seem possible with this robot. Due to the minimal assumptions used in our
work and the simplicity of our strategy, we predict that our approach will transfer to
other manipulation platforms without difficulty.

5.2 Insights from use of purely proprioceptive sensory data

The PR2 is slightly better able to detect uneven loading for heavier objects than
for lighter ones; it can be challenging to distinguish an uneven load from noise
(hence our unit threshold for triggering the equalization strategy). This finding cor-
responds with an informal experiment conducted by the authors: each of us was able
to accurately compare masses for only relatively heavy objects (greater than several
kilograms). Thus, while proprioceptive sensory data is likely sufficient for heavier
objects, lighter objects may require the addition of visual or tactile sensory data.
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5.3 Insights from arm grasping

The PR2 seems quite capable of grasping objects placed onto various points on its
arms. We tested assorted objects, including planks, broomsticks, pipes, boxes, and
backpacks (among others), during the course of our experiments. The PR2 never
failed to grasp an object with its arms and seemed fairly insensitive to the positioning
of the objects. We would be curious to see a study gauging effectiveness of grasping
with the arms against grasping with the grippers (at least, but not limited to, the
PR2). Sample arm grasps realized during performances of our strategy are depicted
in Figure 12.
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